, and let be the unit cube . In the present paper, we give more precise upper bounds of for . These estimates were obtained with application of maximum volume simplices in the cube. For constructing such simplices, we utilize maximum determinants containing the elements Also we systematize and comment the best nowaday upper and low estimates of for concrete
INTRODUCTION. THE NUMBERS AND
Throughout in this paper , . By we denote the space of continuous functions with the uniform norm By we mean the set of polynomials in variables of degree , or linear functions upon . Notation means that there exist not depending on such that . Writing is equivalent to For a polytope , by we denote the set of its vertices.
Suppose is a nondegenerate simplex in . Let us denote vertices of by and consider the matrix 1 The article was translated by the authors. . Denote by the polynomial from with coefficients forming the th column of i. e., We call as basic Lagrange polynomials corresponding to Numbers are the barycentric coordinates coordinates of point with respect to . The simplex is given by each of the systems of inequalities and Let us denote by the image of under homothety with respect to the center of gravity and ratio By we mean the th axial diameter of , i. e., the maximum length of a segment in parallel to the th coordinate axis. The concept of the axial diameter of a convex body was introduced by Scott [23] , [24] .
Put Define as the minimal such that is contained in a translate of . Many relations for these values have been proved by the first author. In the case we have (1) For any , the equalities hold (2) (see [6] , [22] ; the proofs are also given in [7] ).
In the sequel we will assume that The interpolation projector corresponding to simplex is defined by the equalities . The following analog of Lagrange interpolation formula holds:
One can calculate the norm of projector P as an operator from to by the equality
Denote by the minimal value of By we mean the minimal norm of a projector with the nodes coinciding with vertices of . Clearly, Let . We will say that a point is -vertex of the cube with respect to simplex if for the projector with nodes in vertices of holds true and among we have exactly negative numbers. It is proved in [5] that for an arbitrary projector and the corresponding simplex (4) The right-hand equality takes place if and only if there exists an -vertex of with respect to When for some one has a -vertex of with respect to holds the inequality From (4), it follows that
 
Starting with some the right-hand inequality in (5) becomes strict. If , then . Applying (2), we have In view of this, (2), (4), and (5) give
The equality in (6) The recurrence relation takes place. These and other properties of are given in [12] , [13] . It is known that if then increases for
We denote by the function inverse to on half-line The appearance of Legendre polynomials in the circle of our questions is connected with estimation of from below. For details of this method and the proofs, see [7; Chapter 3] . Let us consider the set In 2003 the first author have proved that (8) Denote by the maximum volume of an -dimensional simplex contained in
The number is connected by the equality with the value of the maximum -determinant of order (see [19; Theorem 2.1]). With the use of (8), the following estimate was proved: (9) Utilizing the known relations for and it is possible to obtain from (9) a number of more visible estimates:
Combining the results (7) and (9), we can write the inequality [14] . When is an Hadamard number, and only in this case, there exists an -dimensional regular simplex such that (see [19] ). This simplex has maximum volume in i. e., We have and, therefore, (various proofs are given in [7; §3.2] and [9] ). The corresponding projector satisfies the inequality (see [7; §3.5] ). So, for these dimensions,
The main purpose of this paper is to present some new estimates of for concrete s. By 2009, the first author have established that
Later on some of these estimates were refined. Theoretical results of a general nature rarely give best upper bounds for concrete The above properties make it sensible to apply for estimating of and the maximum volume simplices contained in For numbers some results were earlier described in [4] , see also [7; §3.9] . In [11] the authors indicated the similar estimates of for . In this paper we give new upper bounds of for and also the best known upper estimates of these numbers for all
In order to construct maximum volume simplices one can apply -matrices of order with maximum determinant. The rows or columns of such a matrix, enlarged with give vertices of a simplex of maximum volume in . A maximum -determinant of order can be obtained from a maximum -determinant of order First used in [4] , this approach is described in details in [7; §3.9] and [11] . Maximum -determinants were taken from the site www.indiana.edu/ maxdet.
Also we give the best nowaday lower bounds of for
UPPER ESTIMATES OF
The most accurate upper estimates of for are given in Table 1 . In cases when the exact value of is known, we give this exact value.
Most of the estimates are obtained from consideration of projectors with nodes located at vertices of a simplex having maximum (or supposedly maximum) volume in . To construct such simplices for a given , we used maximum -determinants of order . The maximality of -determinants of order listed on website www.indiana.edu/ maxdet, is proved. Moreover, the site contains completely all the maximum determinants of order (up to equiv- . In all the situations when is an Hadamard number, we used the complete set of Hadamard matrices of the appropriate order. In particular, to obtain the estimate of we considered all the existing 60 Hadamard matrices of order 24. This time-consuming case was separately studied by A. Yu. Ukhalov and E. A. Ozerova (see [2] ).
Calculations using (3) reduce to looking through all vertices of For large these calculations become rather time-consuming. This is the reason why we limited by investigation of cases Estimation of would need to consider 487 Hadamard matrices of order 28. Getting this estimate requires the use of powerful computing tools.
If is an Hadamard number, then each of simplices with maximum volume in is regular and its vertices coincide with vertices of the cube. It may seem that all these simplices are located in the cube in the same way and it is sufficient to consider one of them. However, our calculations show that this is not so. Nodes of interpolation projectors corresponding to different regular simplices can be located inside the cube in various ways. These projectors can have different norms. Various locations of regular simplices in the cube are possible even when norms of the corresponding projectors coincide. Such a situation can be detected by counting the number of -vertices for corresponding projectors (see Section 1). The distribution of -vertices for projectors is given in Table 2 . Despite the fact that the norms of and coincide, the number of 6-vertices for these projectors differs. This indicates different locations of the corresponding simplices in There are three pairwise nonequivalent Hadamard matrices of order 20. However, for all three projectors obtained from these matrices, the norm is the same and equal to 4. It means that For the next Hadamard number 24, there are already 60 pairwise nonequivalent Hadamard matrices. In this case, there are also different meanings of the projector norms. For four matrices, the projector norm is equal to and for all other matrices this value is equal to Therefore,
Here distribution of -vertices is even more varied than in the case Different norms and sets ofvertices correspond to different locations of regular simplices inside .
P … P , The norms can differ also in cases when is not Hadamard number. For example, to estimate , we considered three -matrices of order 26 with maximum determinant. Projectors and constructed from these matrices have norms In cases and it was possible to improve the estimates provided with the use of maximum determinants. These results were obtained by A. Yu. Ukhalov and I. S. Kudryavtsev by utilizing numerical minimization of the projector norm (see [2] ).
The estimate of was obtained by the consideration of the projector with nodes For this projector, using (3), we find In process of numerical minimization, coordinates of the nodes of were obtained as decimal fractions. Values containing square roots were found using number recognition function from the Wolfram Alpha site (http://www.wolframalpha.com).
After the replacement of fractions with recognized values, the norm of projector decreased. So,
The upper bound of was found from the consideration of the projector with nodes
Making use of (3), we get Hence, . The following inequalities are valid:
Lower estimates in (11) and (12) yield from (7) . Note that the difference between upper and lower bounds for inequality (11) does not exceed , and for inequality (12) does not exceed Consequently, and are estimated rather precisely.
The authors conjecture that is a minimal projector, i. e.,
In the first column of Table 1 , we put dimension of the space The second column contains the minimum projector norm obtained via consideration of maximum -determinants of order The third column shows number of matrices of order considered for obtaining the result of the second column. In the fourth column, the best nowaday upper bound of is given. The last column of the table contains a comment on the way to get the top boundary of indicated in the fourth column. Here we use the following notation.
• A-The exact value of was earlier obtained by the first author (see [7] ).
• B-The upper bound was obtained in [2] .
• M-There was used a maximum volume simplex in built from maximum -determinant of order
• M?-There was used a simplex in built from determinant of order which is maximum from known nowaday. The global maximality of such a determinant yet is not proved.
• H-The case when is an Hadamard number. There was used a regular simplex built from the corresponding Hadamard matrix.
Let us note that the numbers from the second column of Table 1 for all appear to be the upper bounds of
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For calculations and preparation of tables, we utilized a set of programs in Wolfram Language (see, for example, [21] ). Tables 3, 4 , and 5 contain the best lower bounds of known today. To obtain these estimates, we made use of inequality (10) . For each , we give the values of the functions and , and also the maximum of them. It is this maximum that is the most accurate lower bound of In the tables there are no values for and since the site www.indiana.edu/ maxdet do not list maximum determinants of orders 105 and 117. The results of the calculations are given with an accuracy of Graphs of the functions , and are presented in Fig. 1 . These functions are defined only for integer 's. However, for convenient perception, when constructing the graphs, we used continuous lines of various types. The inequality is satisfied for (see Table 3 ). 
LOWER ESTIMATES OF
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ON INEQUALITY
As we noted in Section 1, for each holds the inequality
Today we know only four values of such that in these relation the equality takes place, namely, and These are precisely the cases when we know the exact values both of and . In [8] the authors conjectured that minimal under which the inequality in (13) is strict, is equal to ( ) 
The exact value is known for all when is an Hadamard number, and also for and
In all these cases (13) is equivalent to and equality in (13) is equivalent to
Such an exact value of is achieved only in the situation when for some simplex satisfying the condition there exists an -vertex of with respect to (see Section 1). But for all such that an -vertex of the cube with respect to a simplex being extremal in the sense of does exist only for and
The asymptotic relations mean that for all sufficiently large holds the strict inequality (14) Denote by the minimal natural number such that for we have (14) . The problem of the exact value of is very difficult. Known for today bottom and top boundaries are very different. From above, we have
With the use of (9) and asymptotic properties of Legendre polynomials, the first author has proved in 2009 that (see [5] and [7; §3.7] ). If then (14) holds true under the sufficient condition (15) Our last calculations make it possible to decrease to some extent the upper bound of Let us describe the corresponding results.
The first approach utilizes upper bounds of collected in [11] and lower bounds of given in Section 3.
Denote these bounds by and respectively. By definition, put We are interested in those value of starting from which Having estimates for we found that the above relation for and is satisfied starting with
The data for are given in Table 6 . The second approach is based on the condition (15) guaranteeing strict inequality (14) . Calculations show that (15) , and also (14) , are executed for Behavior of the value is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 .
Therefore, . In other words, the strict inequality (14) holds true at least starting with
EQUISECTION PROPERTY OF A REGULAR SIMPLEX INSCRIBED IN CUBE
As we noted above, in the case when is an Hadamard number, regular simplices inscribed in can be located relatively the vertices of the cube in different ways. In particular, this leads to the fact that NEVSKII, UKHALOV the norms of interpolation projectors corresponding to different simplices can differ. However, every regular simplex inscribed in the cube, has the following equisection property. Each of the parts that are cut off from the cube by hyperplanes of -dimensional faces оf (into the outer side from the simplex) has the same volume. This volume depends only on and not on This property of regular simplices was briefly remarked in [10] , where we said that it follows from the symmetry of Here we will Table 6 . Numbers and for n a n c n a n -c n n a n c n a n - give a detailed proof of this property and the explicit formulae for Also we will find an asymptotic behavior of this value as Questions related to the equisection property were also considered in [1] , where some families of twodimensional and three-dimensional simplices with this property were described.
Let be a natural number,
Eulerian number is defined as the number of rearrangements of order each of them has exactly descents, i. e., inversions of neighboring components. This definition is given in [18; §6.2] and [17] . There are some other approaches to introduce the numbers (see, for example, [7; Chapter 4] ).
Consider the strips of obtained while intersecting of this cube by hyperplanes orthogonal to the main diagonal:
The following equalities take place: (16) (17) (18) (19) Formula (16) is obtained in [16] . Equality (17) is discovered by Laplace [20] ; a brief proof belongs to Stanley [26] . Geometric construction, leading to (17) , were considered by Sommerfeld (see the survey paper [15] ).
Since we see that (18) follows from (17) . Obviously, (18) also can be obtained from the fact that number of all the rearrangements of order is equal to While calculating Eulerian numbers with the use of reccurent relation (19) , for and one must take The first Eulerian numbers are given in Table 7 Properties and history of -splines are given, for example, in [15] . The first who has revealed the connection between -splines and sections of an -dimensional cube, was Sommerfeld [25] . He has proved the important relations In particular, these relations imply the following results on the asymptotic behavior of measures of the central section and the section :
Consequently, 
